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Simon Edgoose - playing drums of and for Yamaha

You might know Simon Edgoose from his work 

presenting Yamaha drums - or if you don‘t, 

you might know him from his work with va-

rious artists across the UK. However, if you 

really don‘t know him, it‘s time to get to know 

him. How about this interview for a start?

Simon, what are you up to right now?

Well, I‘ve just got back from a music show in Ger-

many which was great fun, and good to see all the 

Yamaha guys again. 

Just before that I was in Cairo having been given the 

opportunity to do some work with Kylie Minogue‘s 

band. A friend of mine, Tom Meadows, is playing 

drums in her band and he got me involved to program 

and customise his electronic rig, which is based (of 

course) on the DTX900. That was great fun (apart 

from dealing with the Egyptian Customs!). The gig 

was the last ever gig in front of the Pyramids, so it 

was one of those dream gigs where you have to pinch 

yourself every so often, to make sure its all real! 

I‘ve also just finished some Voice programming work 

for Yamaha. It hasn‘t been released yet but keep your 

eye on the DTX website!

I‘m also doing some programming for an artist in the 

UK, and preparing for some playing I‘ve got next 

month. I‘m at home for a few weeks now, so I‘ll be 

teaching my regular students too. 

I‘m also getting into re-hammering cymbals (as a 

hobby!) like other people get into golf or tennis. I‘ve 

been interested in this for ages, so I thought it was 

time to try it and make cymbals that weren‘t available 

anywhere else, just for me. It‘s fascinating but I think 

it might be an expensive hobby!

It‘s also great to be home with my family. This year 

has been rather busy so I‘m really appreciating all the 

time I get at home.

So you‘ve been presenting drums for Yamaha for 

how many years now?

Good question. I‘m not sure but over ten. However, 

most of that was just for the UK. It‘s really taken off 

in the last few years when there has been more inter-
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national work and more work direct for Yamaha Japan 

(which is something I really enjoy – helping steer the 

direction of some future ideas)

How did you come to Yamaha?

I left music college in London when I was 21. To pay 

the bills and rent I started working in the UK‘s biggest 

drum store two days a week, which left me free to 

play the rest of the time – it was part of my back 

up plan. I have always been interested in electronic 

drums and I‘ve used them since I was about 14 and 

so I found myself talking to and dealing with all these 

companies, telling them my ideas and asking lots of 

questions. The sales representative for Yamaha appa-

rently had his eye on me as he thought I‘d be useful 

for Yamaha in the future (thanks Brad!). 

When I left the drum store to go on tour supporting a 

well known UK artist, Yamaha asked me if I would be 

interested in demoing for them. I‘d done a few little 

things when I was still at the store, but as soon as I 

was free of the store, it made sense for them, and me. 

Of course I said yes, and I felt very humble and lucky.

Being a drummer means having tough parents 

- or having a garage/basement/locker room with 

enough sound absorption. When did you start 

drumming?

I started playing orchestral percussion when I was 8 

at school. My parents were supportive without being 

pushy, and they just let me get on with it. At the time 

there was a great music service where we lived and I 

could have free lessons at school, once a week. It was 

a great start and I could practice at school. I had an 

acoustic drum kit in a spare bedroom when I was 13, 

and I feel bad now that my parents (and their neigh-

bours!) put up with my playing. More than once, a 

neighbour said to my parents ‚He‘s getting better isn‘t 

he?‘ so I guess everyone could hear. Ooops! 

And when did you decide to be a drummer for a 

living? Or did that just evolve? 

I can‘t remember a time when I didn‘t want to be a 

drummer, or at least involved in music some way. 

When I was 2 I put a big tick next to a picture of 

drums in a book my parents had bought me. So I guess 

I knew back then!

And back to your parents: When did they become 

comfortable with their son being an artist?

I think it took about 20 years! Secretly I think they 

always wanted me to get a ‚proper‘ job, but when I 

started travelling and I started working with people 

who my relations had heard of (my parents ‚missed‘ 

the Beatles – they weren‘t that knowledgeable about 

‚my‘ music world), I think they got used to it. My pa-

rents have a habit of always ringing me when I‘m on 

my way to the airport, or in the middle of something 

important, so they‘re used to me being busy.

Besides doing workshops and clinics for Yamaha 

you are actually making music, don‘t you?

Absolutely! As well as playing with bands, and 

recording and programming I also write music and I 

love music production. I did a film score a couple of 
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years ago and I love programming and writing with/

for singer/songwriters. I‘ve just done some tracks for 

Martyna who is another UK Yamaha artist. Yamaha 

put us together to demo at the Frankfurt Messe 2010 

and I really liked her material. We did a gig recently 

with just an S90, DTX M12 and all the backing tracks 

on Pocketrack. It sounded great!

I‘ve always felt it‘s really important to do more than 

just drum. I love production – Trevor Horn can do no 

wrong in my eyes. I love film music – Ennio Morrico-

ne is my hero in that area and to be honest, I find a lot 

of the drums-only world can be boring. That‘s why I 

like to do stuff other than ‚shed-building‘ (gratuitous 

drum soloing) in demos. We‘re here to make music, 

not impress the one drummer at the back of the gig.

So is it more recording work or live playing  

recently?

Its about 50/50 but it used to be 80% live. The recor-

ding world has changed so much that its not the same 

as it was a few years ago. When I travel, I have a 

laptop, audio interface and headphones with me at all 

times so if I have time I‘ll set it up and make music. I 

got stuck at Hamburg airport for a few hours recently 

and I wrote one of my current demo pieces using some 

apps on my phone and a DAW on my laptop while 

waiting at the gate. So, I can ‚record‘ in a ‚studio‘ 

anywhere now. The days of sessions in a ‚recording 

studio‘ are almost over. So much gets done in ‚home‘ 

studios which have an amazing spec and quality. I 

work all the time in my studio which is in my garden, 

so you could say I ‚record‘ in a studio every day. 

Playing wise, gigs in London have been disappearing 

over the last few years, and with the current financial 

worries of the world, many people and companies 

don‘t want to spend thousands on a band when they 

could get a DJ for a few hundred. The big ‚corporate‘ 

gigs that were around a few years ago have nearly all 

stopped. But, things will turn around, and we will all 

be ready when it does!

Which drum sets are you using for your musical 

work? And why?

Acoustically I mostly use two Yamaha Birch Custom 

Absolute kits in custom sizes. Birch drums are the rea-

son I got into Yamaha acoustic drums in the first place. 
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My first ‚pro‘ kit was a Yamaha 9000 in Cherrywood. 

I just love the sound – it just works for me; great live, 

great under microphones. I also use a HipGig, an old 

Yamaha 7000 jazz kit from the ‚80‘s for that vintage 

vibe, and old 9000 kit and a selection of snares. I love 

Yamaha vintage wood hoops so most of my snares 

have them on as does the 7000 kit.

Electronically, I use the DTX950 and the DTX M12 

Multipad. I can‘t see the point of ‚pro‘ electronic 

drums you can‘t load your own samples into so these 

two kits are fantastic for me. To be honest, I don‘t of-

ten go with an all electronic kit (the last time was with 

Howard Jones a few years ago), mostly its a hybrid of 

acoustic and electronic. If I do need to go all electro-

nic I usually take the 950k but more recently I‘ve been 

using the M12 with pedals for a really nice compact 

kit I can still load my own sounds into. I also use the 

M12 as an add-on to an acoustic kit to provide loops, 

clicks and triggering.

The DTX e-drum series features new pads that aim 

to be the best pads, Yamaha has ever developed - 

did they succeed?

Yes! And I‘m not just saying that because of you‘ve 

asked me! I really mean it. I was prepared for an uphill 

struggle with these pads, trying to show the public 

how good they are as the public had got used to what 

else was on the market. However, what I found was 

that people were telling ME how good they were. 

It‘s the first time in my experience that 99.999% of 

people, who have tried a new product, liked them. I 

found out the guy who was the 0.001% who didn‘t 

like them didn‘t like anything unless it had calf heads 

on it and was built before 1930! You can‘t win them 

all!

Is the DTX900 - as the tone generating heart - co-

ping with that?

Yes. It‘s an incredible machine; it does so much. I 

know my way around it pretty well now, but occasio-

nally it still surprises me when I need to do something 

in a hurry and find out a new short cut I never knew 

about before. The best thing for me is the sampling 

ability. This means I never get tired of any sounds or 

wish it had something closer to a particular track – I 

can just load it in and use it. Its why it is so useful to 

acts who want to reconstruct the sound of their album 

exactly, like Coldplay and Kylie.

Which of the current drum sets would you recom-

mend for a young someone, who wants to become 

a drummer but has NO quiet garage/basement or 

locker room?

It depends on their budget. To be honest, you really 

can‘t go wrong with the DTXplorer as a starting point. 

As well as sounding great, you can upgrade the pads, 

rack and module, piece by piece until you end up with 

the DTX950k if you so desire. Everything is modular 

and will retro fit so you can build the kit you need, 

rather then what comes in the box.

And what would be your advice for the young 

drummer who wants to be - say - like you?

Practice, play as much as possible with everyone you 

can find who will play with you. Learn about things 

outside your usual world – if you are a drummer, don‘t 

just learn drums, learn bass, keyboards, computers, 

production, singing, engineering, business manage-

ment and cookery. The first things will keep you in a 

job, the last thing will keep you well and happy! 

Also get a very understanding, wife, husband or part-

ner who will keep you on the ground when things get 

mad. Obviously you wont be concerned about that if 

you are 14, but always consider it as it is very impor-

tant!! 

Interview by Björn Meyer
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MOTIF XF: OS 1.12 offers new features!

Shortly after the delivery of the first devices 

there‘s already an update of the MOTIF XF 

operating system available. This does not 

only contain some bug fixes, but some very 

important new features as well which will be 

described in detail in this article. 

The update can be downloaded from this site:

http://www.yamahasynth.com/downloads/ 

drivers_software/

Editing and saving a Sample Voice as a  

Mixing Voice

You can now convert a Sample Voice to a Mixing 

Voice from within the Mixing Play display or the 

Song/Pattern mode, so that the sampled audio data can 

be edited like a Voice.

After selecting a Sample Voice within the Mix Play 

(see figure) the function „F6 Vce Conv“ is available. 

This allows you to save the Sample Voice as a Mix 

Voice. Subsequently this new Mix Voice can be pro-

cessed with all the Voice parameters and effects. For 

example you can edit the Insert Effects, EQ, Filters 

and Envelopes.

If you like you can also store the edited Mix Voice as a 

normal User Voice.

Sample Job „Copy from Flash Memory“

The new Sample Job „Copy from Flash Memory“ 

particularly facilitates the subsequent processing of 

User Waveforms, which are already stored in the Flash 

Memory expansion module.

Single Waveforms can be copied from FL1 or FL2 

into the sample memory (SDRAM).  The Job
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can be found here: INTEGRATED SAMPLING – 

JOB – F3 Other – 04 Copy from Flash Memory.

tic recognition of Waveform duplicates. This function 

ensures that User Waveforms of the same name are 

loaded only once when single Voices are loaded. By 

this duplicates are avoided and though do not have  

to be manually deleted as in the previous MOTIF  

models. This function was already part of the OS 

version 1.0.

Now there is a new Sample Job available which dele-

tes duplicates of already loaded User Waveforms.  

By this unnecessarily occupied sample memory can  

be regained.

This Sample Job can be helpful in such cases as when 

a MOTIF file is loaded which already contains Wave-

form duplicates.

You also might notice that duplicate Waveforms can 

indeed occur, when Voices are loaded from different 

files, because in this case, Waveforms of the same 

name are not considered to be duplicates.

But before you run this Job you should make sure that 

the Waveforms with the same name are actually iden-

tical. It is quite conceivable that different soundsets 

contain Waveforms with the same name, especially if 

these are general terms such as „Synthstrings1“.

By the way: You do not need to worry about the 

assignment of the Waveforms to the Voices. This is 

automatically corrected in the execution of the Job. 

Then the copied Waveform and its included samples 

can be processed by all editing options of the EDIT 

mode of INTEGRATED SAMPLING.

After processing the Waveform be copied back to 

the Flash Memory using the Job „05 Copy to Flash 

Memory“. 

Additional menues in the Sampling Edit / 

Sampling Main Display

The functions [F3] Normalize, [F4] Slice and [F5] 

Remix are now directly accessible from the Sampling 

Edit or the Sampling Main display. 

Previously, these functions were only available as 

Keybank Jobs.

Deleting Waveform duplicates

One of the most important innovations in terms of 

Sample management in the MOTIF XF is the automa-
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Changing the Key Bank assignment after the 

sampling

The method of Key Bank number assignment was 

changed. In the OS version 1.0 the Key Bank number 

of the last sampling was set to „1“ while all the other 

other Key Bank numbers were increased by 1. 

Option „none“ in the File menu

With the new option „none“ from the File menu, you 

can load a file without loading its Waveforms into the 

Flash Memory, even if the file contains Waveforms. 

If you choose „none“ for the parameters „FL1“ and 

„FL2“ all data contained in a file (Voices, Performan-

ces, Songs, Patterns ....) are loaded except for the User 

Waveforms and Samples.

This might sound a little sober and functional at first, 

but has far-reaching consequences for the sample 

management in the Flash Memory.

This simple option „none“ makes it possible to 

create a huge Voice/Performance library based on the 

User Waveforms and Samples installed in the Flash 

Memory. A set of four User Voice banks and four 

Performance banks can thus be loaded within about 

25 seconds. And all this can be achieved with a very 

small amount of time.

Let me illustrate the advantages of this with a small 

example.

Let‘s say you have purchased the soundsets „Dance 

Xpanded“ and „FM Xpanded - Vol 1“. Since you want 

to use these soundsets very often you don‘t want to re-

load their samples evertime you are going to use them, 

so instead you store them in the Flash Memory.

Proceed as follows:

1. Load the All-File „DANCE_XF.X3A“. In the 

lower right of the display set „Load USR > FL1“ 

as destination for the Samples 

2. Now „Save all“ with the option „without 

samples“ selected for FL1 and FL2 using the file 

name „DANCE_XF“. After saving you will find a 

new file named DANCE_XF.n3.X3A. The existing 

file was not overwritten. The suffix „.n3“ indicates 

that no FL1 or FL2 samples were stored

In this new version the Key Bank number of the last 

sampling is assigned to the next number available.

Loading and key mapping of  

WAV/AIFF files

It is now possible to load multiple WAV or AIFF files 

in a folder at once using the function „Load multi“. 

The selected files will be allocated chromatically to 

the keys in alphabetical order beginning with the  

specified key. By this the creation of User Waveforms 

is much easier, if a chromatic mapping is required 

- having one sample (Keybank) for each key in a 

limitable key range. The necessary steps of the multi-

ple WAV / AIFF import are described in detail in the 

included PDF manual for the OS 1:10 (page 3).
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3. Load the All-File „FM Xpanded1_XF.X3A“. 

In the lower right of the display set „Load USR> 

FL1“ as destination for the samples

4. Now „Save all“ with the option „without  

samples“ selected for FL1 and FL2 using the file 

name „FM Xpanded1_XF“. After saving you will 

find a new file named „FM Xpanded1_XF.n3.

X3A“. The existing file was not overwritten. The 

suffix „.n3“ indicates that no FL1 or FL2 samples 

were stored

5. Now backup the new compilation using „Save 

all“ - but with the option „with samples“ selected 

for FL1 using the new file name „New Library.

X3A“. After saving you will find a new file with the 

name „New Library.n2.X3A“. The suffix „.n2“  

indicates that no FL2 samples were stored. The 

suffix „.n1“ would mean that no FL1 samples  

were stored

The User Waveforms of both soundsets are now stored 

in the Flash Memory with fixed numbers. The alloca-

tion in the Voices was automatically adjusted.

Now you can use the files created in steps 2 and 4 

with the extension „.n3“ (without the waveforms and 

samples) to alternately load the respective soundsets. 

Important: Select „none“ for the FL1 parameter at the 

bottom right of the display (see illustration).

With the „none“ option the loading time per soundset 

is some smart 25 seconds, since no User Waveforms 

or samples have to be loaded. These are stored in 

the Flash Memory. After loading no reassignment or 

correction is required.
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This description can of course be used with further 

soundsets. First load the complete All-file with FL1 

as destination, then re-save it with the option „without 

samples“.

And finally do not forget to save the entire set of 

Waveforms and samples in the Flash Memory as a 

new All-File.

This is only one of several ways of sample organisati-

on. If you like to have access to one complete sound-

set this way is highly recommended. The Waveforms 

and samples of all your soundsets reside in the Flash 

Memory. Their Voices, Performances, and possibly 

also the Arpeggios of their corresponding soundsets 

can easily be loaded using the „none“ option - without 

any efforts for building sets or assignments.

This simple method can also be helpful, when you are 

still working on a perfect collection of your personal 

sound library.

A fundamentally different way would be to load single 

Voices from all your soundsets, including their User 

Waveforms and Samples into the four User Voice 

banks. Here the already mentioned recognition of 

Waveform duplicates is helping.

And there is now a software that might help you: The 

Waveform Editor by John Melas, which is described 

in the next article.

Category Search for Arpeggio Types

In addition to the Category Search function for Voices 

and Performances now a Category Search for Arpeg-

gio Types is available. The selection of Arpeggios 

from lists that are sorted by main and sub-categories 

is much more comfortable than before. Furthermore 

a Favorites category can be used to have your own 

selection of Arpeggio Types at hand.  

Category Search for Preset and  

User Waveforms

The selection of Waveforms for Voice Elements in the 

Voice editing process is now supported by a Category 

Search and Favorite function and thus became consi-

derably more comfortable. 
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John Melas: MOTIF XS / XF Waveform Editor

The Greek software programmer John  

Melas has provided high-quality editors for  

the MOTIF-series in recent years.

Here is a list of the tools developed by him:

Total Librarian• 

Voice Editor• 

Drum Kit Editor• 

Performance Editor• 

Mix Editor• 

Master Editor• 

His latest work is a Waveform Editor for MOTIF XS 

/ XF. MOTIF-users have been waiting for this tool, 

because it fills a last gap in the software palette.

To be honest: The MOTIF Waveform Editor is an 

enormous relieve for all users that are working with 

samples or with soundsets based on samples. The 

sample management is now a breeze.

Seen from this perspective, the name „Waveform Edi-

tor“ is basically an understatement, as the combined 

Voice / Waveform Librarian goes far beyond what one 

would expect from a waveform editor.

The components of the editor will be introduced in the 

following:

Loop Editor

This editor is used to edit the loop points of the Sam-

ples. Loops can be set or changed using a zoom func-

tion. There are also functions such as Loop Crossfade, 

Normalizing and Trimming available.  
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The loop points can be altered while playing the Sam-

ples. The results are immediately audible.

Even the cutting of Samples by setting the Start and 

End points in combination with the trim function is 

possible with the Loop Editor.

The processing of a new Sample might look like this:

A sample in WAV format is imported into a new • 

waveform

The desired length is determined by setting the • 

start and end points

The unused portions of the samples before the • 

start and behind the end point are removed 

with the trim function

The sample is set to the maximum level (0 db) • 

using the normalize function 

With these few steps, the processing of an unlooped 

samples (eg a drum sound) is already completed.

For samples that need a loop, these steps would 

follow:

The length of the loop is determined by adjus-• 

ting the loop points and a new end-point. Since 

the approximate length of the sample has already 

been set in the above steps, the new end point 

should be pretty at the end of the sample. The 

loop however should be set to the earliest point 

where the sample features a steady course, for 

example after the decay phase

If necessary, you can use the crossfade function• 

If you want to apply the result, press OK, if not, • 

discard with CANCEL as undo function

Keybank Editor

A MOTIF Waveform consists of one or more Key-

banks, which represent some sort of container for the 

individual samples.

With the editor, all parameters of the Keybanks like 

Volume, Pan, Key and Velocity Range etc. can be 

edited.

Keybanks can be copied, deleted or moved.

WAV and AIFF files can be imported as new Key-

banks. Root key and mapping information present in 

the sample are detected.

This overview displays all Keybanks of a Waveform.

In a separate window, the Keybank parameters are 

selected for editing:
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Waveform Editor

Waveforms can be loaded from files in MOTIF XS 

format (X0A, X0V, X0W) or created from WAV, AIFF 

and SoundFont files. Complete Waveforms can be 

rearranged, copied or deleted.

On the left side in the Waveform window all available 

Waveforms are listed.

On the right side the Keybanks contained in the selec-

ted Waveform are shown.

are automatically copied to the library the Voice is 

copied to.

Voice / Waveform Librarian

The Voice window is the heart of the editor and thus 

should be very interesting for most users.

Here complete Voice libraries, including their User 

Waveforms and Samples, are managed. Several files 

can be opened at the same time, making it possible to 

combine Voices from different sound sets in a simple 

and convenient way. Waveform duplicates are detected 

automatically, so no duplication will occur.

All-Files (X0A) or AllVoice files (X0V) can be  

loaded.

The Voices can be copied between different files. The 

dependencies between Voices and Waveforms are not 

lost. This means that the Waveforms used by a Voice 

In the above picture the Library „Phat Analog“ is loa-

ded. On the left the Banks are displayed (User Voice 

Bank 1 is selected), the right contains the Voice‘s list 

of the selected Bank.

In the picture below the Library „FM Xpanded“ is also 

loaded.

Now the Voices of one library can be dragged to the 

other using the computer‘s mouse.

So it‘s very easy to build your own collections from 

Voices of different soundsets: 

First load the relevant soundsets into your MOTIF one 

after the other and create a list of the Voices you want 

to include in your set.
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Next, open the MOTIF-Files into the editor and copy 

the relevant Voices to a new or existing library.

You don‘t have to take care about the Waveforms and 

Samples that might be used by your selected Voices. 

These are perfectly managed in the background, but 

of course they are also available in the Waveform 

window.

File names and auto-mapping

And last but not least a great last minute feature:

An upcoming update, which we were able to test as  

a beta version, allows the reading of the key and velo-

city information from the file names.

In combination with the already existing function 

„Split Around Roots“ this allows an extremely com-

fortable auto mapping.

The key information for the root key can either be 

coded as the notes (eg C3, F#3, A3 ...) or MIDI note 

numbers (eg 060, 063, 069 ..).

The correct setting of the „Enter matching pattern“  

parameter after opening of the Keybanks is important 

for a smooth import. Because file names can be  

designed quite differently this setting enables the  

program to correctly interpret the information from  

the file names.

If a file name, for example, contains an instrument 

name and then a key information (separated by an 

underscore) - like „XStrings_C3“, the setting „Enter 

matching pattern“ should be: 

{name}_{key}

However this has not to be entered manually. It is 

sufficient to erase the default setting first and then  

clicking on „Instrument Name“ and „Root Key“, 

which can be found to the right of the box. You just 

have to enter the underscore by hand.

The import process can thus be set to any possible file 

name structure.

User Waveforms (or multisamples) can be quickly 

created with the following steps:

Start with a new Waveform or Voice file  • 

(File - New ...)

Generate a new Waveform (Edit - Waveform - • 

New ...)

Import Keybanks (individual samples)  • 

(Edit - Keybank - Import Keybanks)

Select and open the desired files• 

Set „Enter matching pattern“ according to the • 

file names

Select all imported Keybanks and let the Key • 

Ranges be set automatically (Edit - Keybank - 

Keyboard Split - Split Around Roots) 

A faster and more convenient method of building new 

Waveforms is hardly conceivable.

Anyone who hasn‘t any conversion software, such 

as the Translator (MOTIF-Edition), can even use the 

Waveform Editor with it mapping comfort to import 

existing sample libraries, as long they keep within 

manageable limits.

The MOTIF Waveform Editor costs 49.00 EUR and is 

available at 

http://www.jmelas.gr
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hape 13‘s column: I‘m loading
In German „I‘m loading“ literally means „Bin Laden“. According to recent information, these words will be heard not 

that often any more, especially from keyboardists with the latest Yamaha equipment. Well-informed musicians know 

what I‘m talking about (the MOTIF XF with Flash Memory!) and are probably already in tense expectation. 

However - it‘s a quite different topic I actually wish to address this time. The german translation of „I‘m loading“ could 

be read as the name of a man to whom no further explanations are necessary.

I already mentioned here and there that I‘m no musician in „real life“. Some time ago I received an e-mail from the 

„Mothership“ of the company I‘m working for. It had the following content: „Subject: Review of various customer 

numbers Content: ... as required by law the company had to check the customers whether they could be classified as 

terrorist groups. Up to two customers, this was already done. ... „ After having read this text of 3 to 7 times, I checked 

all available calendars, if in a complete state of confusion I only thought it was the 19th of August, but in truth it was 

the 1st of April. But no. The synchronized network computer, my laptop, the display of my phone showed throughout: 

19.08.2010. Well, maybe I had missed the information that (also by law?) the April Fool‘s joke has been shifted to the 

August. Possibly to help a particular industry - like on Valentine‘s Day or Halloween recently - to gain unhoped sales. 

But again: No. The query of the customer numbers resulted in data, which clearly could assigned to citizens with an 

immigrant background -as today‘s „beautiful“ expression. Although I had somehow expected this result, there were 

nothing but question marks. How did the initiator of this action has thought this review would be? Is it sufficient for a 

man with terrorist aims to simply change his name to a typically common name to already escape the inspection scena-

rio in the preliminary examination? What criteria led the „this has already been done“ part? Would it help to delete an 

account number? ...? My question about the cited legal basis has not been answered, my research with a few keywords 

on the Internet did not succeed either.

So, if it has already come to this point o suspicion, what can we do -especially us musicians? Some years ago I have 

made good contact with the Turkish music scene in my home town. I have found it very exciting to stuck my „musical 

nose“ into a different wind. Last year we had the opportunity, to accompany the Christmas party of a prison in form of 

a charity event. A very large proportion of the guests understood the international tongue of music considerably better 

than the German. There are organizations, such as „Playing For Change“, that aim at global peace / understanding by 

getting international artists involved. The possibilities are endless. The first and most important step is to get away from 

the „shelf thinking“ which leads to categorisation of people by criteria such as name, origin or accent. Whether the 

April-fool jokes then become to August-jokes „by law“ is secondary then. Until next time

Yours hp
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MOTIF Know How:  
Frequently asked questions – and their answers!

The following contains a selection of questions and their answers concerning Yamaha synthesizers, 

found in the Yamaha Synth Forum and answered by the Yamaha Europe Support Team.

On the request of many readers the most important FAQs from the MOTIF News Guides 2007 to 2009 are combined. 

Since the MOTIF News Guide is now published in two languages (German and English) it gained a lot of new readers 

which unfortunately have missed the older FAQs. And all long-time readers will get a smart overview.

MOTIF XS

Loading S700 Piano Voices 

Question:

What are the steps to integrate the S700 Piano 
Voices from the European Loyalty Programs 
into an existing Voice compilation?

Answer:

On the MOTIF XS you are able to load single 
Voice Banks (128 Voices) from an All-file onto 
a User Voice Bank. The S700 Piano Voices are 
stored in the USER 2 Bank. 

These steps would be required to integrate the 
Piano Voices into an already opened file:

1. FILE - Type Voice

2. Dir = highlight the file „LoyaltyS700.
X0A“ and press ENTER to open the Voice list 

3. Press the button USER2 (not on the 
screen!) to select the Bank that should be 
loaded. Then the Voice list of this Bank is 
displayed. It begins with „002: Ballad Stack 
S700“. The Voice 001 is at the end of the list. 
But since the entire Bank is to be loaded this 
is irrelevant
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4. Select the target Bank the Piano Voices are 
to be loaded into (USR1, USR2, or USR3) at 
the bottom of the display 

5. Set „All“ as Voice Number (this value 
follows the number 128!)

6. Press SF2 LOAD and YES. The Piano 
Voices are loaded into the target Bank, inclu-
ding their User Waveforms and Samples

7. Now the Piano Voices are stored in the 
User Voice Bank set in the third step, you can 
copy single Voices from there to other storage 
positions in other User Voice Banks

It is also possible to directly load single User 
Voices from the file „LoyaltyS700.X0A“ with 
similar steps. However, by loading multiple 
Voices which are using the same Waveforms, 
Sample duplicates will be created.

Source: Peter Krischker

MOTIF XS:

Copying Performances into Song or 
Pattern Mixings

Question:

Is it possible to use entire Performances in 
Songs or Patterns?

Answer:

The Song or Pattern Mix Parts can indirectly 
be assigned with Performances using the Job 
„Performance Copy“. By this the Parts of the 
Performance are copied to the Mix Parts 1 - 4, 
if desired with their settings for effects, Arpeg-
gios, and EQ. The Mixing Parts are then set to 
the Receive Channel 1 and can thus be played 
just like the Performance.

Of course you are allowed to re-adjust the 
Receive Channels with these steps: MIXING - 
EDIT - PART - VOICE - Receive Channel.

This allows a separate control of each part with 
the sliders and knobs.

Here are the steps to copy a Performance into a 
Song-Mixing:

SONG – MIXING – JOB – F3 Copy –  • 
SF3 Performance

Then select the desired Performance and  • 
turn on the options Reverb, Chorus etc. - if 
you want 

Confirm with ENTER + YES• 
By default, the Performance Parts are copied to 
the Mix Parts 1 - 4. With the parameter „Current 
Mix Part“ of in the above-described JOB you 
can alternately determine the Mix Parts 5 - 8,  
9 - 12, or 13 - 16 as target Parts.

By this multiple Performances can be copied 
into a Song Mixing. However, there are limi-
tations regarding the effects (up to 8 Parts with 
insert effects, reverb and chorus as system 
effects are common for all parts with adjustable 
send levels).

Source: Peter Krischker
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Flash Memory Content for MOTIF XF

Yamaha is working with third party software 

vendors (KEYFAX, EASY SOUNDS, DSF, SONIC 

REALITY) to offer an extensive amount of free 

and optional Flash Memory content. 

From the first day of delivery all registered  

MOTIF XF users will have access to a free download 

file containing a first stock of Samples to build their 

own expandable sample library for the non-volatile 

Flash Memory of their MOTIF XF.

This Content Package contains three new User Voice 

Banks, 353 User Waveforms, 458 MB of Samples and 

12 User Drum Kits (Oriental Drums & Percussion).

Here is an overview of the Voice Banks contained in 

the Flash Memory Content Package:

User Voice Bank 1 – Factory Content

Contains the same content of the new MOTIF XF 

Factory Bank. That‘s why no additional Flash 

Memory content is added to this Bank.

User Voice Bank 2 – Yamaha Bank 

A selection of additional Voices from the Yamaha 

Library: S700 piano, organs, brass & reeds, sweet 

voices, pads.

User Voice Bank 3 -Third Party Bank

Organs, synth leads, synth comps, synth strings, 

pads, atmospheres... A Voice selection from the 

sound libraries of DCP PRODUCTIONS and 

EASY SOUNDS. This Bank for instance includes 

32 Voices from the EASY SOUNDS Libraries  

„Organ Session“ and „Phat Analog“ each.

User Voice Bank 4 – Oriental Instruments

128 Oriental instrument Voices, with micro-tuning, 

mainly programmed by the Turkish musician Mert 

Topel. If you want to play these Voices with a  

„normal“ tone scale, go to VOICE - EDIT -  

COMMON EDIT - F1 General - SF2 Play Mode 

and set the parameters Bank to „pre“ and Tuning 

Number to „1“.
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User Drum Voice Bank - Oriental Drums & 

Percussion 

The User Drum Voice Bank features twelve new 

Drumkits (Acoustic Drums, Oriental Percussion, 

Hip Hop, House...).

These Voice Banks can be individually loaded into 

the volatile SDRAM of the MOTIF XF, if no Flash 

Memory Module is installed.

It is also recommended to load the Voice Banks into 

the SDRAM for a quick audition of the material befo-

re loading them into the Flash Memory.

This free Flash Memory Content can be requested by 

sending an e-mail containing the keywords „MOTIF 

XF Flash Content“ to:

motifnews@easysounds.de

The MOTIF XF user will receive an e-mail from 

EASY SOUNDS with a password and a link where  

the file can be downloaded. 

In addition you are automatically registered for the 

free monthly Music Production Guide. 

Optional soundsets for the MOTIF XF

There will be a comprehensive software offering for 

the MOTIF XF from third party vendors.

Like for the MOTIF XS the soundforges KEYFAX 

(motifator.com) and EASY SOUNDS (easysounds.de) 

will be the leading developers.

Both companies plan to provide comprehensive Flash 

Memory Content Packages. Here is an overview of the 

planned EASY SOUNDS products:

XFlash1 = „Dance“

Dance, Trance, Electronic, Pop ... about 384 MB 

of Samples, 384 Voices, 64 Performances

Bundle of the sound libraries Synth Xtreme,  

Dance Xpanded and Hypnotic Stepz

XFlash2 = „Live“

Sound Library for live musicians and producers, 

about 384 MB of Samples, 384 Voices,  

128 Performances

Bundle of the sound libraries Stage & Studio, 

Organ Session and Phat Analog

XFlash3 „Atmospherics“

Pads, atmospheres, sound effects, about 384 MB  

of Samples, 384 Voices, 64 Performances

Bundle of the sound libraries Chill Xperience, 

Magical Pads and Mystic Spheres

These Voice Banks can be completely loaded into a 

Flash Memory Expansion Module. Single components 

(User Voice Banks e.g.) may also be loaded into the 

volatile SDRAM memory. This is handy for a quick 

audition of the material or if no Flash Memory Modu-

le is installed.

In addition to these packages the complete MOTIF XS 

Sound Library from EASY SOUNDS will be adapted 

for the MOTIF XF and be available in time for the 

delivery of the XF. Almost all the titles of the library 

can either be loaded into the SDRAM memory or the 

Flash Memory.

Here is an overview of all planned MOTIF XF sound-

sets:

„Stage & Studio“• 

„Dance Xpanded“• 

„Synth Xtreme“• 

„Hypnotic Stepz“• 

„Chill Xperience“• 

„Phat Analog“• 

„Magical Pads“• 

„Mystic Spheres“• 

„Vocoder Dreamz“• 

„Organ Session“• 

„Drum Performer“• 

„FM Xpanded - Vol. 1“• 
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MOTIF XS European Loyalty Program – Version 2
The „European Loyalty Program” offers MOTIF 

XS users free additional but nonetheless high-

class content.

It is mainly a premium Voice and Samplelibrary which 

is produced by EASY SOUNDS in collaboration with 

Yamaha Music Europe and contains the following:

The 3-layers Yamaha S700 stereo piano (32 MB • 

compressed) of the Yamaha S90 ES which is 

known as the ultimate piano sound from Yamaha 

synths. The Piano is featured in different varia-

tions (e.g. Brite, Dark, Ballad Stack)

„Sweet Voices“ from the Yamaha Tyros (Trumpet, • 

Trombone, Saxophone, Panflute...)

New Choir and Scatvoices• 

Best-of compilations of optional soundsets from • 

EASY SOUNDS 

(synths, pads & 

atmospheres,  

organs...)

Best-of compilati-• 

on of the Xpanded 

series from Yamaha 

Europe (converted 

from MOTIF ES)

A WAV pool contai-• 

ning 200 WAV files with 93 MB in total. These 

are drum loops, vocal and vocoder phrases, 

sound effects, and atmospheres

Furthermore the Loyalty Program contains a com-

prehensive MOTIF XS Quick Guide in PDF format. 

This Quick Guide is compiled of all XS articles and 

workshops from the MOTIF News Guide. 

To register for the Loyalty program simply write an  

e-mail with the keyword „MOTIF XS Loyalty  

Program“ to:

motifnews@easysounds.de

As soon as the registration process is complete the 

MOTIF XS user will receive an e-mail from EASY 

SOUNDS with a password and a link where the file 

can be downloaded. The size of the download file is 

221 MB. 

In addition you are automatically registered for the 

free monthly Music Production Guide. 

Alternatively the „European Loyalty Content Packa-

ge“ can be delivered on an USB memory stick,  

which must be ordered for a reasonable price from  

www.easysounds.de in addition to the e-mail proce-

dure mentioned above. Remember to add the keyword 

„MOTIF XS Loyalty Program“ to your USB memory 

stick order.

Already registered MOTIF XS users can request an 

update by sending an e-mail to:

motifnews@easysounds.de
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MOTIF XS Soundset: “Oriental Instruments & Percussion”
MOTIF XS User can enjoy a free soundset: 

„Oriental Instruments & Percussion“ can be 

downloaded from Yamaha Music Europe in 

cooperation with EASY SOUNDS.

The soundset contains the following:

36 Performances• 

128 Voices• 

9 User Drum Voices• 

113 User Waveforms of oriental instruments• 

84 MB Samples• 

6 Turkish Authentic Micro Tunings• 

„Oriental Instruments“ has been produced by turkish 

musicians and is developed for the use in both  

traditional and modern turkish music.

Authentic samples of oriental musical instruments 

plus the most popular turkish Micro Tunings are the 

basic building blocks of this soundset.

The 128 Voices and 36 Performances are mostly built 

from the new User Waveforms and Samples. Some 

Voices are modified Preset Voices.

This free soundset can be requested by sending an  

e-mail containing the keyword „Oriental“ to:

motifnews@easysounds.de

The MOTIF XS user will receive an e-mail from 

EASY SOUNDS with a password and a link where  

the file can be downloaded. The size of the download 

file is 66 MB. 

In addition you are automatically registered for the 

free monthly Music Production Guide. 

Alternatively the „European Loyalty Content Packa-

ge“ can be delivered on an USB memory stick,  

which must be ordered for a reasonable price from  

Nonetheless these special oriental instruments can be 

used in music styles like pop, world, chill out, ambient 

and whatever you can imagine.

www.easysounds.de in addition to the e-mail proce-

dure mentioned above. Remember to add the keyword 

„Oriental Instruments“ to your USB memory stick 

order.
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S90 XS / S70 XS Soundpackage
A free „Soundpackage“ with additional high-

class content is available for S90 XS / S70 XS 

users. 

This Soundpackage is produced by EASY SOUNDS 

under contract to Yamaha Music Europe and contains 

the following:

Pop & Dance

This Voice Bank features 128 professional User 

Voices compiled from popular EASY SOUNDS 

libraries for the MOTIF XS and the MOTIF ES 

Xpanded series from Yamaha Europe converted  

for the S90 XS / S70 XS.

The set “Poc & Dance” contains Voices from  

these EASY SOUNDS soundsets:

Chill Xperience• 

Dance Xpanded• 

Magical Pads• 

Mystic Spheres• 

Stage & Studio• 

Synth Xtreme• 

WAV-Pool

The WAV pool contains 200 WAV files with a total 

size of 93 MB. These are drum loops, vocoder 

phrases, sound effects, and atmos. 

MOTIF News Guides

All already published editions of the “MOTIF 

News Guide” are included in PDF format. 

This free soundpackage can be requested by sending 

an e-mail containing the keyword „S90 XS / S70 XS 

Soundpackage“ to:

motifnews@easysounds.de

You will receive an e-mail from EASY SOUNDS with 

a password and a link where the file can be down-

loaded. The size of the download file is 136 MB. 

In addition you are automatically registered for the 

free monthly Music Production Guide. 

Vocoder Dreamz

The S90 XS / S70 XS version of “Vocoder Dreamz” 

features 40 Vocoder Voices and a comprehensive 

manual on how to use them with the S90 XS  

Vocoder. The User Voice Bank is divided  

as follows:

1 – 16 Vocoder Voices (Vocoder +  • 

Pad/Atmo/Synth)

17 – 36 Vocoder Voices (Basic Type)• 

37 – 40 Vocoder Voices (LFO-Type)• 

Alternatively the Soundpackage can be delivered on 

an USB memory stick, which must be ordered for a 

reasonable price from www.easysounds.de in addition 

to the e-mail procedure mentioned above. Remember 

to add the keyword „S90 XS / S70 XS Soundpackage“ 

to your USB memory stick order.
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MOTIF-RACK XS: Sound & Infopackage
MOTIF-RACK XS users can obtain the free 

„Sound & Infopackage“ that‘s produced by 

EASY SOUNDS under contract to Yamaha  

Music Europe.

The software package contains the following:

Soundset „POP & DANCE“ with  • 

128 professional Voices

This free soundpackage can be requested by sending 

an e-mail containing the keyword „MOTIF-RACK XS 

Sound & Infopackage“ to:

motifnews@easysounds.de

You will receive an e-mail from EASY SOUNDS with 

a password and a link where the file can be down-

WAV-Pool with 200 loops and audio-phrases• 

Demo song • 

PDF file of a comprehensive guide plus  • 

tips & tricks  

loaded. The size of the download file is 125 MB.

In addition you are automatically registered for the 

free monthly Music Production Guide. 

Users of the MO6 / MO8, S90 ES, and MOTIF-

RACK ES can obtain a free Sound & Infopack-

age that‘s produced by EASY SOUNDS under 

contract to Yamaha Music Europe.

This includes the soundset “Pop Xpanded” with 

192 profesional live- and arpeggio-sounds. For details 

on this soundset see the box to the right.

Furthermore a comprehensive documentation of the 

soundset, Quick Guides, demo-sounds, and other  

useful files are included.

This free soundpackage can be requested by sending 

an e-mail containing the keyword „Pop Xpanded“ to:

motifnews@easysounds.de

You will receive an e-mail from EASY SOUNDS with 

a password and a link where the file can be down-

loaded. The size of the download file is 13 MB.

In addition you are automatically registered for the 

free monthly Music Production Guide. 

MO6 / MO8 / S90 ES / MOTIF-RACK ES 

Voice-Library „Pop Xpanded“

This library contains 192 User Voices compiled from 

the MOTIF ES libraries “Arp Xpanded” and  

“Live Xpanded”.

User Voice Bank 1 is identical to “Arp Xpanded” and 

features 128 Voice based on 106 new User Arpeggio 

Phrases. (In the MOTIF-RACK ES version the  

Arpeggiator is deactivated, since the RACK has no 

User Arpeggios.)

Voices 1 – 64 of the User Voice Bank 2 are identical 

to the 64 „Live-Voices“ of „Live Xpanded“. These are 

keyboard and synth sounds which are specially pro-

grammed for pop, rock, dance, and live entertainment.

The Voices 65 – 128 of the User Voice Bank 2 are 

compiled by the best synthesizer sounds of the factory 

preset sounds from the MOTIF ES and MOTIF-

RACK ES. 

MO6/8, S90 ES, MOTIF-RACK ES: Free Soundlibrary
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MM6 / MM8: Software package „Live & Studio“
Users of the MM6 and MM8 can obtain the 

free software package „Live & Studio“ that‘s 

produced by EASY SOUNDS under contract to 

Yamaha Music Europe. 

and Controller events which set the effects and sounds 

of the MM6 / MM8 to be controlled in “PC-Mode” 

with 16 MIDI channels (multimode).

The software package contains the following:

MM6 / MM8 Live Peformance Bank • 

Song-Templates • 

Demo-Song with audio and MIDI tracks for • 

Cubase, Logic, Standard MIDI File)

WAV loop pool for Cubase + Logic (drums, • 

synths, vocals, effects, atmos) 

MM6 / MM8 Quick Guide• 

The 64 Performances for the MM6 are more suitable 

for live music than the more pattern orientated factory 

Performances.

The Song templates contain setup data in formats for 

Cubase, Logic, and standard MIDI file (SMF). They 

feature SysEx events, Bank Select, Program Change, 

The demo songs combine MIDI and audio tracks. 

The MIDI tracks control the MM6 / MM8. The audio 

tracks are used to play back samples from the included 

“WAV pool”.

The free software package can be requested by sen-

ding an e-mail containing the keyword „MM6 / MM8 

Live & Studio“ to:

motifnews@easysounds.de

You will receive an e-mail from EASY SOUNDS with 

a password and a link where the file can be down-

loaded. The size of the download file is 131 MB.

In addition you are automatically registered for the 

free monthly Music Production Guide. 
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TENORI-ON: European Voice & Samplebank
Yamaha Music Europe and EASY SOUNDS provi-

de their free soundlibrary “European Voice & 

Samplebank” to all Tenori-On users. 

The downloadable file (48 MB) contains the  

following:

18 Tenori-On User Voices (Samplings)• 

4 Tenori-On Demos (AllBlock-Files)• 

268 Samples in WAV-Format (19 MB)• 

Comprehensive PDF documentation• 

The User Voices feature multiple drum kits, sound 

effects, vocal / vocoder kits, and synth sounds. Here‘s 

an overview of the User Voices:

BA_MiniSquare.tnw FX_Atmo.tnw 

BA_Xbass.tnw  FX_Long.tnw 

CO_CombKit1.tnw FX_Short.tnw 

CO_CombKit2.tnw SQ_DarkUni.tnw 

DR_AnalogKit1.tnw SQ_Xsynth.tnw 

DR_AnalogKit2.tnw VO_VocalsFemale.tnw 

DR_BreakKit.tnw  VO_VocalsMale.tnw 

DR_XdrumAdd.tnw VO_VocoderFemale.tnw 

DR_XdrumBasic.tnw VO_VocoderMale.tnw

The samples used in the Voices are also provided as 

WAV files. Hence you can use the downloadable 

Tenori-On User Voice Manager to individually  

re-map the drum and FX kits. This way you can  

    modify the supplied kits or  

    combine new ones from  

     the scratch. 

The User Voices “CO_CombKit1” and  

“CO_CombKit2” demonstrate how the sounds can be 

combined in a creative way. They use samples from 

different sample directories. Combining sounds really 

widens the sound variety enormously. 

So if you want to set up your own kits from the WAV 

files you first should audition the samples using a file 

player, sampler, or audio sequencer. Then simply drag 

and drop the samples you want to use into the Voice 

Manager software. 

This free sound library can be requested by sending an 

e-mail containing the keyword„Tenori-On European 

Voice & Samplebank“ to:

motifnews@easysounds.de

You will receive an e-mail from EASY SOUNDS with 

a password and a link where the file can be down-

loaded. The size of the download file is 49 MB.

In addition you are automatically registered for the 

free monthly Music Production Guide.
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DTX-MULTI 12 „Oriental Percussion“

The new DTX Electronic Percussion Pad MUL-

TI-12 uses many of the high-end features and 

sounds from the DTX and MOTIF series and 

provides an optimum tool for live drumming, 

productions or rehearsals. 

With over 1,200 high-class sounds - including newly-

developed drum, percussion and keyboard sounds 

- the DTX-12 MULTI enriches any musical situation. 

Up to 200 User Sets can be programmed and added 

with effects to get ready for every conceivable musical 

style with the best sounds around. In addition, the 

large 64MB Flash-ROM Wave-Memory can be filled 

with additional samples which then can be assigned to 

the Pads.

Now the brand new soundset „Oriental Percussion“ 

for the DTX-MULTI 12 is available for registered 

users. It is provided by EASY SOUNDS on behalf of 

Yamaha Music Europe - free of charge.

The download package includes the following:

50 Patterns• 

24 Kits• 

132 User Waves (18 MB Samples)• 

The soundset has been designed primarily for traditio-

nal and modern Turkish music.

It‘s based on authentic samples of oriental percussion 

instruments.

The oriental instruments are however well suited for 

use in other music styles such as Pop, World, Chill 

Out, Ambient, etc.

„Oriental Percussion“ was programmed by the Turkish 

musician and producer Mert Topel.

Since 1990 Mert Topel is working as a musician with 

nationally and internationally known pop and rock 

stars such as Tarkan (1993-2008) and many others. 

Mert recorded several albums as a producer of jazz, 

fusion, rock bands, and singers like Kirac, Mor ve 

Otesi, Gülden Goksen, Grizu etc. He also has his own 
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Mert Topel

jazz-rock band „Fenomen“, which published its first 

album in 2006 - with very good response from jazz 

lovers. Right now his band is working on a second 

album. Another project is a collaboration with Alper 

Maral in the production of an electro-acoustic-oriented 

album called „The Voltage Control Project“, which 

appears in 2010.

The DTX-12 MULTI Patterns produced by Mert Topel 

should inspire the musician in the first place and serve 

as basis for his own music productions.

This free soundset can be requested by sending an  

e-mail containing the keyword „DTX-M12 Oriental“ 

to: 

motifnews@easysounds.de

The user will receive an e-mail from EASY SOUNDS 

with a password and a link where the file can be 

downloaded. The size of the download file is 24 MB. 

In addition you are automatically registered for the 

free monthly Music Production Guide. 

Alternatively the Soundpackage can be delivered on 

an USB memory stick, which must be ordered for a 

reasonable price from www.easysounds.de in addition 

to the e-mail procedure mentioned above. Remember 

to add the keyword „DTX-M12 Oriental“ to your USB 

memory stick order.
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Free Tutorial DVD for MOTIF XS users
The free tutorial DVD “The World of MOTIF XS” (English language) is available 

for all registered european MOTIF XS users.

The DVD procures comprehensive instructions on how to use a MOTIF XS in a 

music production environment. The running time of over 3 hours covers deep  

insights in topics like interactive Arpeggios, live performances, sampling,  

recording sessions, Cubase AI and much more.

To request this DVD simply write an e-mail to:

musicproduction@yamaha.de

Please give your name, address, serial number of your MOTIF XS, and the  

keyword “The World of MOTIF XS” - even if you already are a registered  

MOTIF XS user. 

The request of this DVD can be combined with the request of any other “goodie” for MOTIF XS users, like the  

“European Loyalty Program”. Important note: This DVD can not be shipped outside Europe!

Cubase AI tutorial videos for registered users
Thanks to the cooperation between Yamaha and 

Steinberg most of the recent instruments and mixing 

desks from the Yamaha Music Production range 

have the DAW software Cubase AI included – for 

those who do not own a DAW software yet this is 

one good reason more to buy from Yamaha. Even 

more Cubase AI is a music production tool with 

functions which were exclusive for high-end studios 

not very long time ago.

Even better: European customers buying a Yamaha 

Music Production instrument with included Cubase 

AI software are qualified to request a free English language tutorial CD from ASK Video containing 23 videos on how 

to use Cubase AI4.

The CD is English language only and only available as long stocks last. So better be quick – request your CD by  

sending an e-mail containing the serial number of your Yamaha instrument and your name and address to:

musicproduction@yamaha.de

MOTIF XS users can order this CD in combination with the tutorial DVD “The World of MOTIF XS”. 

Important note: This CD-ROM can not be shipped outside Europe!
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Easy Sounds for recent Yamaha synthesizers

„Stage & Studio“

for MOTIF XS/ES, MOTIF-RACK XS/ES, S90 XS/ES, 
MO

128 Voices. The ultimate top-40 and live set! • 
The version for MOTIF XS contains 40 additional  • 

Performances (split and layer sounds) perfect for stage

This universal collection features the most important 
standard instrument and synthesizer sounds for live gigging 
and entertainment. Outstanding performance and power. 
Test-driven by musicians.

„Dance Xpanded“

for MOTIF XS/ES, MOTIF-RACK XS/ES, S90 XS/ES, MO
128 Voices, 64 WAV drum loops, 100 MIDI loops • 
64 MB samples + 100 User Arpeggios (MOTIF ES) • 

„Dance Xpanded” is the ultimate set for Dance, Trance, 
Electronic, Chill Out, and Pop. The 128 Voices include 
atmospheres, pads, leads, synth basses, chord synths, gated 
pads, and arpsounds. Top analogue sound and excellent new 
synth Waveforms!

„Hypnotic Stepz“

for MOTIF XS/ES, MOTIF-RACK XS/ES, S90 ES, MO
128 Voices + 120 MB Waveforms (MOTIF XS/ES),  • 

163 drum loops + step sequencer emulation  
(Cubase/Logic)

This is the set for those MOTIF users having a faible for 
step sequencers and analogue synth sounds. Here you‘ll hear 
outstanding combinations of synth sounds, drum sounds, 
and drum grooves.

„Chill Xperience“

for MOTIF XS/ES, MOTIF-RACK XS/ES, S90 XS/ES, MO
128 Voices + 6 demo songs (all versions)• 
24 Performances, 92 drum loops (MOTIF XS)• 

Soundset for Chill Out, Lounge, Ambient, New Age,  
Electronic, and related genres. These sounds offer a high 
degree of musical inspiration. Soft sound spheres, pleasant 
pads, spacy leads, chilling effects, remakes of traditional 
sounds...

Synth Universe – Vol. 1 = „Magical Pads“

for MOTIF XS/ES, MOTIF-RACK XS/ES, S90 XS/ES, 
MO

128 Voices, 64 MB synth Waveforms (MOTIF XS / ES)• 

„Magical Pads” features warm, analogue pad sounds with 
huge atmosphere. Refined with sweeps, swells, synth bras-
ses, atmo sounds, and musical effect sounds.

Synth Universe – Vol. 2 = „Mystic Spheres“

for MOTIF XS/ES, MOTIF-RACK XS/ES, S90 XS/ES, MO
128 Voices + 60 MB synth Waveforms (MOTIF XS/ES)• 

„Mystic Sphere” is perfect for Ambient and Electronic.  
It contains atmospheres, pads, sound effects, spacy  
synth leads, trance sounds, vocal pads, and analogue  
vintage sounds.

„Synth Xtreme“

for MOTIF XS/ES, MOTIF-RACK XS/ES, S90 XS/ES, MO
128 Voices + 124 MB synth Waveforms  • 

(MOTIF XS/ES)

The Voice Bank “Synth Xtreme” features a vast range of 
fat, analogue synth sounds in a high-class quality. They 
work perfect for Trance, Electronic, Techno, and many other 
genres of trendy pop music.

The combinations of synth sounds with drum and bass loops 
make an excellent basis for your own songs. Several demo 
tracks (each provided in many different formats) make your 
first steps easy as cake.

„Vocoder Dreamz“ 

for MOTIF XS
128 Voices + 64 Performances + 96 MB samples• 

„Vocoder Dreamz” combines vocoder Voices, vocal phrase 
kits, and drum loop kits. The Performances have some synth 
Voice Presets added. The vocal phrases and drum loops are 
controlled by User Arpeggios.  
Its speciality are the vocoder choirs.

„Organ Session“

for MOTIF XS/ES, MOTIF-RACK XS/ES, S90 XS/ES, MO
128 Voices + 120 MB samples (MOTIF XS/ES)• 

This set is an impressive emulation of the legendary  
Hammond B3. Smacky organ sounds with concise key  
click and controllable percussion. Rocky and jazzy  
Hammond sounds...

„Drum Performer“

for MOTIF XS und MOTIF ES
40 drum kits, 400 drum samples (200 MB), Arpeggios...• 

Comprehensive soundset featuring „real drums“ recorded in 
several complex sampling sessions. These drums sound dry, 
fat, and punchy. Impressive live drum sound.

Pricing:

Each soundset (download / CD-ROM) = 35,- EUR

These soundsets are exclusively available from:

EASY SOUNDS – Peter Krischker

Am Langberg 97 A

D-21033 Hamburg

Telephone: +49 40 - 738 62 23

e-mail: vertrieb@easysounds.de

Website: http://www.easysounds.de
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Imprint & further links

Important websites for MOTIF users

Official international Yamaha website for  

synthe sizers including a comprehensive  

download section 

http://www.yamahasynth.com/

Official website of Yamaha Music  

Europe GmbH 

http://www.yamaha-europe.com

American MOTIF support website including  

message board + KEYFAX webshop + „XSpand 

Your World“ downloads 

http://www.motifator.com/

EASY SOUNDS website + webshop sounds and 

USB sticks for Yamaha synths 

http://www.easysounds.de

John Melas MOTIF Site 

Editor softwares for the MOTIF series 

http://www.jmelas.gr/motif/

Music Production Guide History

You can download all already published english 

editions as one single ZIP file using this link to the 

EASY SOUNDS website: 

http://www.easysounds.eu/NewsGuides_E.zip 

 

A full overview of the topics of all already  

published editions can be downloaded here: 

http://www.easysounds.eu/History.zip

Furthermore you can download a free MOTIF XS 

Quick Guide that is made of all single articles  

and workshops ever been published in the  

MOTIF News Guide:  

http://www.easysounds.eu/MotifXSGuide.zip

Yamaha Music Production Guide

The official News Guide about the Yamaha Music 

Production product series and Computer Music  

Instruments

Published by

EASY SOUNDS 

Peter Krischker 

Am Langberg 97 A 

D-21033 Hamburg 

Telephone: +49 40 - 738 62 23

in cooperation with

Yamaha Music Europe GmbH 

Siemensstraße 43 

D-25462 Rellingen 

Telephone: +49 41 01 - 30 30

e-mail: motifnews@easysounds.de

The free Music Production Guide is published month-

ly and contains news, tips & tricks, software offers, 

and interviews on and around Yamaha synthesizers 

of the MOTIF series, S series, MO series, MM series, 

Tenori-On, and articles about recording, software, and 

Computer Music Instruments.

You can subscribe or unsubscribe to the free Music 

Production Guide by sending an informal e-mail to:  

motifnews@easysounds.de
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